
 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE DEEP EDUCATIONAL LOAN BOXES 

Please read carefully, print, sign and return to education@thedeep.co.uk 

Bookings will not be confirmed until the Education team have received a signed and dated copy of the 
Terms and Condition agreement. 

1. The Deep requires a named teacher to be responsible for the loan box. This teacher will be the sole contact 
person for The Deep.  

2. Loan boxes are issued on a ‘first come first served’ basis. We recommend that you make your booking as early as 
possible to avoid disappointment. 

3. The named contact agrees to ensure that loan boxes are returned by the date as agreed.  

4. In the event of the loan box being returned later than the agreed return date, a charge of £50 may be payable if it 
affects another booking.  

5. Non returned loan boxes will be charged at £150 (to cover the cost of its replacement) 

6. Providing the hirer exercises reasonable care the loan box and its individual contents may be handled and touched 
without restriction. 

7. The hirer/school will not try to repair any damages but will record them on the evaluation sheet before returning 
to The Deep.  

7. Loan box contents will be checked by The Deep staff when returned. Any missing items or breakages will be 
recorded and checked against the evaluation form.  

8. Any damaged/missing items will be charged for at full retail price. 

 

 

Name  …………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

School  …………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Telephone …………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

I, the above named hirer, acknowledge that I have read and understood the terms and conditions set out above and 
will act as the school contact for The Deep.  

I understand that there is: 

• A £50 charge for late return of the loan box 
• A £150 charge for non-return of the loan box 
• Any missing/damaged items will be charged at full retail price.  

 

Signature of hirer…………………………………………… Date…………………………………………………. 
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